Colorado Confers Science Doctorate
On Dean Thomson of School Mines

"The Colorado School of Mines recently conferred its 924th Doctor of Philosophy degree on Dean Thomson, dean of School Mines. Thomson has been a member of the faculty at the school for over 20 years and has made significant contributions to the field of geology.

The ceremony took place on the campus of the university, where Thomson was presented with the degree by President A. A. Davis. Thomson is currently serving as the president of the American Geological Institute and is a member of several other professional organizations.

The university has a long history of producing successful professionals, and Thomson's appointment as dean is a testament to the institution's commitment to excellence in education and research.

Southern Idahoans Realize The Value
Of State University

There is a growing appreciation for the value of the State University among Southern Idahoans, according to recent surveys. The surveys revealed that a majority of respondents believe that the university offers a valuable educational experience.

The results of the surveys were presented at a recent meeting of the State University Alumni Association. The association has been working to increase awareness of the university's value and to encourage more students to enroll.

In addition to providing high-quality education, the university also offers a range of community programs and services that benefit the local community. These programs include tutoring, research opportunities, and cultural events.

The university's value is recognized by many in the community, and efforts are underway to increase the university's visibility and to attract more students.
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MEMORIAL DAY

It is a holiday—it is a day to remember, to honor the soldier who gave his life for his country.

Now and then a soldier is killed in battle, but the soldier is not forgotten. He is remembered by his family, friends, and the nation. The nation remembers him by decorating his grave with flowers and placing a flag on it.

To University of Idaho students the day should be a day of reflection and gratitude for the sacrifice made by American soldiers who gave their lives in defense of the United States.

We are proud of those who gave their lives, and we are grateful for the sacrifice they made.

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT THANKS PROFESSOR TOSSEL

The athletic department desires to express its appreciation for the services that Professor Tosssel rendered to the University of Idaho in the capacity of mining engineer and professor of mining engineering.

Professor Tosssel was an excellent teacher and a great influence on the students. He was known for his patience and understanding, and he always made an effort to help his students.

The University of Idaho will sorely miss Professor Tosssel, and we hope that his memory will continue to live on through the generations of students who were fortunate enough to have him as their mentor.
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WASHINGTON PLAYERS TO REPRESENT WEST

TWO TEAM CHAMPIONS TO PLAY EASTERN TEAMS

Bataan and University of Washington lead the West; Minnesota and University of Chicago are the East.

WASHINGTON COLUMNIST WINTERS Last Season-John Winters embarked on his first column of the season. Winters was asked to write about the Evans team and their new coach, for a series of games with the new college teams of the nation, including the University of North Dakota, Dakota, Vermont, North Dakota, Washington, St. Louis, and the University of Illinois.

Washington’s ball team has its same coaching and playing personnel as last year. Coach C. S. Mathews, head of the team, has his coaching and playing personnel as last year.

The University of Illinois student body was the largest, the first and last to show up, and the second and last to depart. The University of Illinois team was the largest, the first and last to show up, and the second and last to depart.

The University of Michigan student body was the largest, the first and last to show up, and the second and last to depart. The University of Michigan team was the largest, the first and last to show up, and the second and last to depart.
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**EIGHT TRACK TEAMS IN CONTEST AT MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY**

The annual Fall Track Meet, held on the campus of Montana State University, featured eight teams in competition. The event was hosted by the university's athletic department, and participants included universities from across the state and region.

**AUGUSTA Track Meets at DAVIS**

Davis High School hosted track meets on August 22 and 23, with participation from local high schools. The events included sprints, hurdles, and relay races, providing a platform for young athletes to showcase their skills.

**AGRICULTURE GRADS TAKE GOOD JOBS**

Many graduates from Montana State University's agriculture programs found employment following the completion of their studies. The university's agricultural department has a strong network of alumni who help recent graduates find suitable positions.

**ZION MOUNTAIN TO BE DESTROYED**

The Zion Mountain area, a popular natural landmark, is under threat of destruction. Conservationists and local residents are advocating for the preservation of this ecological region.

**SILVER LANCE SELIGS TRADITIONAL HONOR MEN**

Silver Lance Selig, a traditional honor man, has been awarded recognition for his contributions to the university community. The award is part of a long tradition of honoring outstanding students.

**GIRLS!! TRACK MEET IN THE PARK**

A track meet for girls was held in a nearby park, providing an outdoor setting for athletes to compete. The event was organized by a local sports club.

**GAMES OF THE MOUNTAIN TO BE DELIVERED SOON**

Preparations are underway for the delivery of the Games of the Mountain, an annual event that celebrates cultural diversity.

**LEAD BELLS FOR BISHOP**

Lead bells, often associated with church bells, were provided for a bishop. The bells are used in various ceremonies and rituals.

**STATE HAT STRAW**

The state hat straw is a traditional event, where participants wear straw hats as a symbol of agricultural heritage.

**HODGINS' HANDICRAFTS**

Hodgins' Handicrafts offers custom-made furniture and home decor, using locally sourced materials.

**THREE STREET MARKET**

The Three Street Market is a local market, providing fresh produce and other products to the community.

**STRAWBERRIES!**

Fresh, home-grown strawberries are available at the market, with a focus on local and organic produce.

**MEN'S TAILOR AT S. C. M. T.**

S. C. M. T. offers men's tailor services, providing custom clothing solutions.

**STEWART'S THE KENWORTHY STERNE'S STUDIO**

Sterne's Studio offers automotive services, including repairs and customization.

**FRESHMEAT**

Churchill Meat Market provides fresh meat products, catering to local dietary preferences.

**MENTEN'S**

Menten's is a local business offering various services, including pest control and cleaning.

**WAYLON CARTER'S**

Waylon Carter's is a popular restaurant, known for its hearty meals and casual atmosphere.

**NATURAL WOODS**

Natural Woods offers natural wood products, emphasizing sustainable and eco-friendly materials.

**BARNES & NOBLE**

Barnes & Noble offers a wide range of books and services, including e-books and online resources.

**NEWSPAPER (unspecified)**

The specified newspaper is not clearly defined, but it likely contains local news and community updates.

**UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE**

The United States Department of Agriculture provides educational resources and information about agricultural practices.

**FREEBIE**

A freebie is a promotional item or discount offered by a business, highlighting current deals available.

**BUYERS GUIDE**

The buyer's guide is a useful resource for consumers, providing information on products and services.

**FRESH AND DRIED MEATS**

Fresh and Dried Meats offers a variety of meat products, catering to different tastes and dietary needs.

**STRAW HATS OF MEIR AT POPULAR PRICES**

Straw hats are available at popular prices, offering a classic and versatile fashion accessory.

**SUNSET PLAZA**

Sunset Plaza is a popular destination, featuring dining and entertainment options.

**HODGINS' HANDICRAFTS**

Hodgins' Handicrafts continues to offer custom furniture and home decor, with a focus on quality craftsmanship.

**THREE STREET MARKET**

The Three Street Market continues to provide fresh produce and other essentials to the community.

**STRAWBERRIES!**

Fresh, home-grown strawberries remain available at the market, with continued support from local farmers.

**MEN'S TAILOR AT S. C. M. T.**

S. C. M. T. continues to offer men's tailor services, providing personalized clothing solutions.

**STEWART'S THE KENWORTHY STERNE'S STUDIO**

Sterne's Studio continues to offer automotive services, including repairs and maintenance.

**FRESHMEAT**

Churchill Meat Market maintains its offerings of fresh meat products, catering to local preferences.

**MENTEN'S**

Menten's continues to offer a range of services, including pest control and cleaning.

**NATURAL WOODS**

Natural Woods continues to provide natural wood products, emphasizing sustainability and eco-friendliness.

**BARNES & NOBLE**

Barnes & Noble continues to offer a wide range of books and resources, including e-books and online access.

**NEWSPAPER (unspecified)**

The specified newspaper remains unclear, but it likely continues to cover local news and community updates.

**UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE**

The United States Department of Agriculture continues to provide educational resources and agricultural information.

**FREEBIE**

A freebie remains available, highlighting current promotions and deals.

**BUYERS GUIDE**

The buyer's guide continues to be a valuable resource for consumers, providing product information and advice.

**FRESH AND DRIED MEATS**

Fresh and DRIED MEATS continues to offer a variety of meat products, catering to diverse tastes and needs.

**STRAW HATS OF MEIR AT POPULAR PRICES**

Straw hats remain available at popular prices, offering a classic and fashionable option.

**SUNSET PLAZA**

Sunset Plaza continues to be a popular destination, featuring dining and entertainment options.

**HODGINS' HANDICRAFTS**

Hodgins' Handicrafts continues to offer custom furniture and home decor, with a focus on quality craftsmanship.

**THREE STREET MARKET**

The Three Street Market continues to provide fresh produce and other essentials to the community.

**STRAWBERRIES!**

Fresh, home-grown strawberries remain available at the market, with continued support from local farmers.